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Low carbon vehicle innovation
The LCV2016 exhibition & conference on the 14-15 September is fast
approaching - Robert Evans of event organisers Cenex updates us on
the event themes and highlights
it many new opportunities for the
design, development, test, validation
and commercial introduction of
new technologies. The LCV event
is designed to explore these
opportunities and help broker the new
(as well as ongoing) contacts between
organisations that will play a key role
in ensuring a competitive position for
the motor industry in the UK over the
next two to three decades.

I

am very pleased to have the
opportunity to contribute to the
LCV2016 supplement of this issue
of Low Carbon Vehicle. The Cenex
LCV2016 event will be the ninth in the
series of successful Low Carbon Vehicle
(LCV) Events, eight of which have taken
place at Millbrook. At its heart, the LCV
event is a technology-showcasing and
networking opportunity, developed
in collaboration with the low carbon
vehicle industry for the benefit of the
community.
As will be evident within the
pages of this publication and within
the content of LCV2016, the
current interests of the low carbon
vehicle community are broadening
in scope, notably to take account
of the concurrent development of
low carbon alongside intelligent,
connected and autonomous vehicles.
In many regards this is a period of
major disruption for the global motor
industry, and disruption brings with
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LCV2016 supporting partners
Since the inception of the LCV event,
Cenex has worked with supporting
partners including Innovate UK; the
Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy; the Office for
Low Emission Vehicles; UK Trade and
Investment (UKTI); the Advanced
Propulsion Centre (APC); the
Automotive Council; the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders; and
the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

(LowCVP). This year we welcomed
the Centre for Connected and
Autonomous Vehicles (CCAV) and
the Transport Systems Catapult onto
the steering committee as supporting
partners. Together, these partners help
ensure that the LCV event fully reflects
the breadth of the low carbon vehicle
agenda, including tracking topical issues
and promoting emerging themes.

Robert Evans

Features of this year’s LCV event
Each year we work hard between LCV
events to increase the network of
organisations being engaged, as both
exhibitors and visitors. One particular
focus is on raising awareness of the
LCV event within the international
motor industry. We have been working
closely with both the Automotive
Investment Organisation of UKTI
and the APC to reach out within
international markets to engage
contacts within motor industry clusters,
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of low carbon vehicle innovation
and market development. This year’s
event will include deep-dive technical
presentations, along with high-level
presentations providing state-of-thenation overviews on key topic areas
such as UK capabilities development,
energy for transport, air quality and
connected vehicles.

as well as academia and the policy
community. We hope this engagement
will contribute to growing attendance
by visitors from outside the UK.
This year’s LCV event has a number
of new features. We are very pleased

to be working with CCAV to have a
connected vehicles showcase in Hall
1, and with AESIN, the Automotive
Electronic Systems Innovation
Network, to have an electronics
industry showcase in Hall 2. The Hall
3 exhibition area has been extended
to accommodate more exhibitors
and will include a large central
government-sponsored area, which will
showcase the different governmentfunded initiatives designed to support
technology development from
university research through to market
introduction.
Exhibitors across the three indoor
halls will include motor manufacturers,
Tier 1s, technology companies and
universities, as well as a particularly
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strong turnout from the UK electric
vehicle supply equipment sector, for
which the LCV event is the main
showcasing of the year.
The outdoor exhibition space will
again host a broad range of vehicles
on display, some of which will be static,
but many of which will be available
for Ride & Drive. These Ride & Drive
vehicles will include vehicles equipped
with new technologies in prototype
form, which are leading edge and not
likely to be at any other UK event.
The LCV interests cover passenger
cars, commercial vehicles, buses and
even construction equipment. For low
carbon buses, the LowCVP will be
organising a mobile display in which
the UK bus industry will showcase a
range of low carbon technologies on
buses that will take visitors from the
car park to the main event and back.
The seminar programme at
LCV2016 will combine thematic and
technical content covering key aspects

Networking at LCV2016
The networking dinner for this year’s
LCV event will once again take place
at the MK Dons Stadium in Milton
Keynes. The venue can accommodate
up to 600 guests, with more than 450
having attended last year. As with last
year’s event, the dinner will be run in
conjunction with the LowCVP and
features the LowCVP Champions
awards, whose categories are relevant
to developments that will be on display
in the LCV show.
As I write this preview, we are still
44 days away from LCV2016, and
the process of signing up the last
exhibitors and speakers is ongoing.
News of the vehicles on display will
be released in early September. I
encourage all reading this article to
block the 14th and 15th of September
out in their diaries for LCV2016, as it
is a “must-attend” event. Keep in touch
with developments by registering
to attend and visiting the website at
www.cenex-lcv.co.uk.
I look forward to seeing you at this
year’s event.
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Complete vehicle system simulation
Using physical modelling tools to simulate the complete vehicle leads to
a better understanding of the system behaviour and interactions enabling
system level optimisation.
As the complexity of today’s vehicles
increases due to hybridisation, more

and control we need to use system
level modelling and simulation tools

Using Dymola, Claytex has produced
complete vehicle system models for

advanced driver assistance systems
and many other active systems it
becomes increasingly important to
be able to simulate how the complete
vehicle system behaves and interacts.

that can create predictive models
covering all of these domains.

studying engines, drivelines, vehicle
dynamics, thermal management,
hybrid
technologies
and
body
systems. These have been applied
extensively in Formula 1, NASCAR and

Using simulation from the start of the
project enables design decisions to
be influenced and optimal system
solutions to be found.

Dymola is a multi-domain modelling
and simulation tool that uses the
Modelica modelling language to
describe the behaviour of components,
devices and systems. This capability

As the complete vehicle system covers

is encapsulated into a wide range
of application libraries covering
engines, powertrains, batteries, electric

many different domains including
mechanics, electrical, thermal, fluid

drives, vehicle dynamics, thermal
management and human comfort.

IndyCar enabling the teams to evaluate
and optimise new technologies and
ideas before arriving at the track. In
motorsport these models are deployed
in the design office, integrated into the
trackside tools and telemetry systems
and used for HiL and DiL testing.

Systems Engineering Specialists
n

Multi-domain modelling
and simulation using
Modelica

n

Libraries for Powertrain,
Hybrid vehicles,
Vehicle Dynamics,
Thermal Management

n

Real-time simulation
to support Hardware
and Driver-in-the-loop

n

Full support for the
FMI standard
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Showcase for low carbon vehicle
innovation & technologies
LCV 2016 is the 9th in a successful series of annual Low Carbon Vehicle
events to be run by Cenex. This year’s event will take place on Wednesday
14th and Thursday 15th September at Millbrook Proving Ground.
This free event features activities which include a Technology Exhibition. A two
day Conference Programme with a varied Seminar Programme. A Ride & Drive
opportunity to experience the latest Low Carbon Vehicles with individual ride &
drives on extensive tracks. The event is also an excellent opportunity to network
with over 2,000 delegates from UK and Overseas.
The following companies are an example of some of the technology and
expertise that can be seen at the event.

Modelling &
simulation
Claytex is an engineering consultancy
specialised in systems engineering. Our
core competency is in the modelling
& simulation of complex multi-domain
systems such as cars & aircraft, using
Dymola & Modelica. Since 1999,
we’ve been working with some of the
world’s most respected Automotive,
Motorsport/F1, Aerospace & Energy
companies.
Claytex also develops a number of
Modelica applications libraries & FMI
based tools. Our Modelica solutions
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are for modelling engines, powertrains,
vehicle dynamics & flexible bodies.
As part of the Digital Engineering,
Modelling and Simulation Seminar
Session, During the LCV2016
exhibition, Claytex will present on
‘Virtual Testing for Modern Vehicle
Development’.
The presentation will look at how
we can achieve virtual testing of the
complete vehicle system using rFpro to
provide the virtual test environment,
Dymola to model the vehicle systems
and we will also cover how the control
systems can be incorporated using SiL
and/or HiL environments.

On our stand, C2-29, we will
be showcasing how rFpro and
Dymola can be used to support the
development of ADAS (Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems) and
autonomous cars. We will have a
driving simulator that uses a Dymola
vehicle model and rFpro demonstrating
this capability. Using rFpro to provide
the virtual test environment we
can support driver-in-the-loop and
provide data feeds to the array of
sensors (cameras, LiDAR, radar and
ultrasound) all based off the same highfidelity track model.
www.claytex.com
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